Literacy (Communication)
Multi-sensory story “Beach Treasure Hunt’
Object of reference
Songs of reference for the beginning and end:
“Dragon’s Time” (call/response)
“See the Dragons”; “Gong Hey Fatt Choy”
Key vocabulary + core vocabulary
Differentiated resources for visually impaired
children + personalised questions

Maths (Cognition)
Build it up, Knock it down! - tactile and
auditory resources
Construction and demolition unit
Object of reference
Song of reference “Five Little Friends”
Individual verbal cues (spoken and sung)
and
established cues for communication
Independent Cognitive Play

Music
“I do like to be beside the
seaside”
Miss Vickers’ Songs
I Can Play the Tambourine
Brown Girl in the Ring
Who’s Sitting Next to Me?
Left-Right
Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes

Outdoor Area
Circle time with bubbles, singing, stories;
communication/social skills in the playground
with peers. Walks for fresh air, sunshine and
signs of summer

Science
“Dry, Wet, Dry”
Exploring sounds and their
volumes
Song of reference
Resources to include animal
sounds from the story, musical
instruments, transportation
themed sound effects,
traditional British Seaside
music

Physical
Development
Fully tailored
individual sessions
based on
personalised
physical targets
A wide range of
resources including
adapted PE
equipment to be
used
Daily individual
physio programs
PE with form class
where suitable
Pentathlon challenge
for Sports Day

ICT
Religious Education
Eid Sensory Day with
Miss Booty Artefacts, Jalebis, Attar
(fragrance) - Moon and
Stars Mobile (Art)

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
Daily greeting and goodbye routine songs
Voice modulation by staff
Friday celebration assemblies; Child of the Week
Certificates
School trips and enrichment with year group
Rainbow Rangers - neurotypical peer buddy system

Rainbow Class
Summer2018
I Do Like to Be
Beside the Seaside!

Expressive Art and Design
Art - Sand castle art, papier maché jelly fish,
paper plate fish, messy play (Resources,
paint, crepe paper, glue, adapted scissors)
Food Tech : Ice cream sundaes
SPECIAL ARTS WEEK

Assisted
communication
devices: “Bigmack”
and “Talking Tiles”
iPad cause & effect
apps

Individual Sessions
Phonics, TACPAC, tailored sensory room sessions, meal
therapy, physiotherapy, colourful semantics

Knowledge and
Understanding of the World
Weather Morning routine song;
Days of the Week music and objects
of reference Mon:
sponges/classical, Tue: spiky
balls/pop music; Wed: string
beads/jazz; Thu: colourful
fabrics/Bollywood; Fri: bean
bags/Disney songs

